MovieMaker Quick Glance

1: Task Frame: Follow the steps in this section to guide you through making your movie.
2: Collection Frame: View your imported media (pictures, video, sound) here.
3: Media Preview Pane: Preview pane can be used to play clips from your collection pane or to preview the movie you have created so far.
4: Storyboard and Timeline Frame. Toggle between storyboard and timeline view for more precise editing.

Top Toolbar
Toolbar Above the Timeline

- open project
- UNDO
- REDO
- Click to see your media collections
- save project
- Click to get back to the TASK pane
- new project
- Click to see your media collections

Navigate:
- narrate timeline
- zoom in
- zoom out
- rewind
- play timeline
- Toggle between timeline and storyboard view
- Adjust audio levels

Preview Pane Controls
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